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Bud, Not Buddy Leveled Comprehension Questions
Students respond to Bud, Not Buddy through writing. Various writing prompts,
which require students to make connections, are provided. Narrative,
opinion/argument, and informative/explanatory prompts are included.

Beyond Buds
Beyond Buds is a handbook to the future of marijuana. Prohibition’s end has led to
a technological revolution that’s generated powerful medicines and products
containing almost zero carcinogens and little smoke. Marijuana icon Ed Rosenthal
and leading cannabis reporter David Downs guide readers through the best new
consumer products, and demonstrate how to make and use the safest, cleanest
extracts. Beyond Buds details how award-winning artisans make hash and
concentrates, and includes modern techniques utilizing dry ice and CO2. The book
is a primer on making kief, water hash, tinctures, topicals, edibles, and other
extracts from cannabis leaves, trim, and bud bits, and it goes on to explore and
simplify the more exotic and trendy marijuana-infused products, such as butane
hash oil (BHO), shatter, wax, and budder. More complex than lighting a joint, these
innovative products call for new accessories — special pipes, dabbing tools, and
vaporizers — all of which are reviewed and pictured in the book. Beyond Buds
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expands on Rosenthal’s previous book Ask Ed: Marijuana Gold — Trash to Stash.
Completely updated with full-color photographs that are both “how-to” guides and
eye candy, this book enables not only the health-conscious toker but also the
bottom line–driven cultivator.

Freedom Summer
Elderly Mrs. Threadgoode relates the story of her life and of her best friend, Ruth,
who ran the Whistle Stop Cafe in Alabama in the thirties

An Instructional Guide for Literature: Bud, Not Buddy
Sharing her cost-cutting principles and tips, the creator of the Budget Bytes blog
presents a vast array of easy and healthy recipes that are full of flavor but won't
break the bank. Original. 40,000 first printing.

Bud, Not Buddy
In 1964, Joe is pleased that a new law will allow his best friend John Henry, who is
black, to share the town pool and other public places with him, but he is dismayed
to find that prejudice still exists.
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Who's on First?
Luther T. Farrell has got to get out of Flint, Michigan. As his best friend Sparky
says, “Flint’s nothing but the Titanic.” And his mother, a.k.a. the Sarge, says, “Take
my advice and stay off the sucker path.” The Sarge milked the system to build an
empire of slum housing and group homes. Luther’s just one of the many people
trapped in the Sarge’s Evil Empire—but he’s about to bust out. If Luther wins the
science fair this year, he’ll be on track for college and a future as America’s bestknown and best-loved philosopher. All he’s got to do is beat his arch rival Shayla
Patrick, the beautiful daughter of Flint’s finest undertaker—and the love of Luther’s
life. Sparky’s escape plans involve a pit bull named Poofy and the world’s scariest
rat. Oh, and Luther. Add to the mix Chester X., Luther’s mysterious roommate;
Dontay Gaddy, a lawyer whose phone number is 1-800-SUE’M ALL; and Darnell
Dixon, the Sarge’s go-to guy who knows how to break all the rules. Bucking the
Sarge is a story that only Christopher Paul Curtis could tell. Once again the
Newbery Award–winning author of Bud, Not Buddy and The Watsons Go to
Birmingham—1963 gives us a whole new angle on life and a world full of
unforgettable and hilarious characters. Readers will root for Luther and Sparky
every step of the way. Praise for The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963: “An
exceptional first novel.”—Publishers Weekly, Starred “Ribald humor . . . and a
totally believable child’s view of the world will make this book an instant
hit.”—School Library Journal, Starred Praise for Bud, Not Buddy: “Curtis has given a
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fresh, new look to a traditional orphan-finds-a-home story that would be a
crackerjack read-aloud.” —School Library Journal, Starred

The Mighty Miss Malone
With over 100 Five-Star Reviews, Unbeatable Mind (2nd Edition) has deeply
impacted the lives of thousands of people seeking strength in their thinking,
mental-state, and self-development with a curated package of tools and
techniques not easily found anywhere else. In this revised and updated version of
Unbeatable Mind (3rd Edition), Mark Divine offers his philosophy and methods for
developing maximum potential through integrated warrior development. This work
was created through trial and error proving to thousands of clients that they are
capable of twenty times more than what they believe. The powerful principles for
forging deep character, mental toughness and an elite team provided in this book
are the foundation of the Unbeatable Mind 'working in' program of Divine's SEALFIT
Academies and renowned Kokoro Camp. They are being employed by a growing
number of coaches, professors, therapists, doctors and business professionals
worldwide. > Commander Divine is a retired Navy SEAL and human performance
expert who works with elite military, sport and corporate teams, SEAL / SOF
candidates and others seeking to maximize their potential, leading to more
balanced success and happiness. The training is leading to breakthroughs in all
walks of life and and cultivating a robust community of practitioners. > This book
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will specifically help you develop: > Mental clarity- to make better decisions while
under pressure. > Concentration - to focus on the mission until victory is assured.
> Awareness - to be more sensitive to your internal and external radar. >
Leadership authenticity - to be a heart-centered leader and service oriented
teammate. > Intuition - to learn to trust your gut and use mental imagery to your
advantage. > Offensive "sheepdog" mindset - to avoid danger and stay one step
ahead of the competition or enemy. > Warrior spirit - to deepen your willpower,
intention and connection with your spiritual self.

Mr. Chickee's Funny Money
Newbery Medalist Christopher Paul Curtis brings his trademark humor and heart to
the story of a boy struggling to do right in the face of history's cruelest evils.

The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963
Suggested activities to be used in the classroom to accompany the reading of Bud,
not Buddy by Christopher Paul Curtis.

The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963
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From NYT bestselling author Jennifer A. Nielsen comes a stunning thriller about a
girl who must escape to freedom after the Berlin Wall divides her family between
east and west.

Budget Bytes
Mr. Chickee, the genial blind man in the neighborhood, gives 9-year-old Steven a
mysterious bill with 15 zeros on it and the image of a familiar but startling face.
Could it be a quadrillion dollar bill? Could it be real? Well, Agent Fondoo of the U.S.
Treasury Department and his team of Secret Government Agents are determined
to get that money back! But Steven and his best friends, Russell and Zoopy the
giant dog, are more than a match for the Feds. After all, Steven is the president of
the Flint Future Detectives Club, and the inventor of fantastic spying and detecting
equipment such as the Snoopeeze 9000! From the Hardcover edition.

Bud, Not Buddy: Study Guide and Student Workbook
(Enhanced ebook)
These post-reading activities for Bud, Not Buddy allow students to share their
understanding of characters, plot, and settings of the novel. They have
opportunities to write, draw, and perform based on what they've learned.
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The Journey of Little Charlie (National Book Award Finalist)
The ordinary interactions and everyday routines of the Watsons, an African
American family living in Flint, Michigan, are drastically changed after they go to
visit Grandma in Alabama in the summer of 1963.

Bud, Not Buddy Post-Reading Activities
I don't usually fall for people - but Hawk? He's different.I've never really understood
attraction in the usual way people think about it. I have to really know someone to
fall for them and my new best friend, Hawk, is ticking all the boxes. But like most
things in life, it's complicated. His ex walked away from him and his baby girl,
leaving him gunshy and overcautious. I'm still recovering from a crash that's left
me with a bad case of PTSD, feeling weak and unworthy. Spending every other
weekend taking outdoorsman classes with Hawk is building me back up, and
meeting his daughter Ellie is a bright spark in my life. But Hawk wants
commitment, and I honestly don't know if I'm ready to be a father. When his ex
walks back in the picture, will I lose all the love that's been building between us?
Finding His Family is the fourth book in the contemporary Benson Brothers series.
Set in the small town of Bennett Wood, North Carolina, you won't want to miss out
on these sweet and steamy love stories! This book, and every book in this series,
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can be read as a standalone title.

Bud, Not Buddy
A Newbery Honor-winning author ("The Watsons Go to Birmingham") delivers a
heart-wrenching, suspenseful novel of one unforgettable family caught up in the
turbulent days of the Great Depression.

Elijah of Buxton
Newly reissued as a Picador Modern Classic, Marilynne Robinson's brilliant,
PEN/Hemingway Award-winning first novel Housekeeping is the story of Ruth and
her younger sister, Lucille, who grow up haphazardly, first under the care of their
competent grandmother, then of two comically bumbling great-aunts, and finally of
Sylvie, the eccentric and remote sister of their dead mother. The family house is in
the small town of Fingerbone on a glacial lake in the Far West, the same lake
where their grandfather died in a spectacular train wreck and their mother drove
off a cliff to her death. It is a town "chastened by an outsized landscape and
extravagant weather, and chastened again by an awareness that the whole of
human history had occurred elsewhere." Ruth and Lucille's struggle toward
adulthood beautifully illuminates the price of loss and survival, and the dangerous
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and deep undertow of transience. For more than twenty years, Picador has been
producing beautifully packaged literary fiction and nonfiction books from
Manhattan's Flatiron Building. Our Twentieth Anniversary Modern Classics line pairs
iconic books with a design that's both small enough to fit in your pocket and
unique enough to stand out on your bookshelf.

Bud, Not Buddy Lit Link Gr. 4-6
Students analyze Bud, Not Buddy using key skills from the Common Core. Close
reading of the text is required to answer text-dependent questions. Included are
student pages with the text-dependent questions as well as suggested answers.

Bud, Not Buddy Comprehension Assessment
These cross-curricular activities for Bud, Not Buddy incorporate key skills from the
Common Core. The activities integrate literature with social studies, science,
mathematics, and more. Included activity pages engage and challenge students.

Comprehension, Grade 5
In the Way of the SEAL, ex-Navy Commander Mark Divine reveals exercises,
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meditations and focusing techniques to train your mind for mental toughness,
emotional resilience and uncanny intuition. Along the way you’ll reaffirm your
ultimate purpose, define your most important goals, and take concrete steps to
make them happen. A practical guide for businesspeople or anyone who wants to
be an elite operator in life, this book will teach you how to: · Lead from the front, so
that others will want to work for you · Practice front-sight focus, the radical ability
to focus on one thing until victory is achieved · Think offense, all the time, to
eradicate fear and indecisiveness · Smash the box and be an unconventional
thinker so you’re never thrown off-guard by chaotic conditions · Access your
intuition so you can make “hard right” decisions · Achieve twenty times more than
you think you can · and much more Blending the tactics he learned from America’s
elite forces with lessons from the Spartans, samurai, Apache scouts, and other
great warrior traditions, Divine has distilled the fundamentals of success into eight
powerful principles that will transform you into the leader you always knew you
could be. Learn to think like a SEAL, and take charge of your destiny at work, home
and in life.

The Newbery Companion
These leveled discussion questions about Bud, Not Buddy require students to read
closely, make connections, and share their analyses. Included are leveled
comprehension questions and suggested answers.
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Bud, Not Buddy Reader Response Writing Prompts
Bucking the Sarge
The Newbery and Coretta Scott King Honoree about the Weird Watsons of Flint,
Michigan—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of Bud, Not Buddy, a Newbery
Medal and Coretta Scott Award Winner. Enter the hilarious world of ten-year-old
Kenny and his family, the Weird Watsons of Flint, Michigan. There's Momma, Dad,
little sister Joetta, and brother Byron, who's thirteen and an "official juvenile
delinquent." When Byron gets to be too much trouble, they head South to
Birmingham to visit Grandma, the one person who can shape him up. And they
happen to be in Birmingham when Grandma's church is blown up. AN ALA TOP TEN
BEST BOOK AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA YOUNG ADULT'S CHOICE A
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW BEST BOOK NAMED TO MULTIPLE STATE AWARD
LISTS "Every so often a book becomes a modern classic almost as soon as it
arrives on bookshelves. That happened in the mid-'90s when Christopher Paul
Curtis released his first book, The Watsons Go to Birmingham — 1963." —NPR

Bud, Not Buddy Studying the Story Elements
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These vocabulary activities for Bud, Not Buddy incorporate key skills from the
Common Core. The activities integrate vocabulary with a study of the text. Includes
text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.

Bud, Not Buddy Close Reading and Text-Dependent Questions
The Watsons Go to Birmingham, 1963 by Christopher Paul
Curtis
These assessment questions for Bud, Not Buddy are modeled after current testing
models requiring students to revisit the text for answers. Students have to support
their opinions and inferences with examples from the text.

Reaching Beyond Boundaries
The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic about a boy who
decides to hit the road to find his father—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of
The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and Coretta Scott King
Honoree. It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and ten-year-old Bud
may be a motherless boy on the run, but Bud’s got a few things going for him: 1.
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He has his own suitcase full of special things. 2. He’s the author of Bud Caldwell’s
Rules and Things for Having a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar Out of Yourself.
3. His momma never told him who his father was, but she left a clue: flyers
advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky Devastators of
the Depression!!!!!! Bud’s got an idea that those flyers will lead him to his father.
Once he decides to hit the road to find this mystery man, nothing can stop
him—not hunger, not fear, not vampires, not even Herman E. Calloway himself. AN
ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA
CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD WINNER NAMED TO 14 STATE AWARD LISTS “The book
is a gem, of value to all ages, not just the young people to whom it is aimed.”
—The Christian Science Monitor “Will keep readers engrossed from first page to
last.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis writes with a razor-sharp intelligence
that grabs the reader by the heart and never lets go. . . . This highly recommended
title [is] at the top of the list of books to be read again and again.” —Voice of Youth
Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover edition.

A Night Divided (Scholastic Gold)
“Who’s on first. What’s on second. I Don’t Know’s on third.” One of the classic
comedy sketches of all time is now transformed into a priceless picture book—and
it’s a great read for kids of all ages. Follow the mistaken identities, confusion, and
lots of laughs as Rabbit and Bear act out this scene. The book will appeal to Abbott
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and Costello fans, baseball fans, and anyone who enjoys funny banter-driven
picture books. Illustrated in full color with slightly retro stylized illustrations. “The
book is stunning ~ dad and Bud would be proud!!”—Chris Costello, Daughter of
Lou Costello

Bud, Not Buddy
Master storyteller Christopher Paul Curtis's Newbery Honor novel, featuring his
trademark humor, unique narrative voice, and new cover art--now in paperback!
Eleven-year-old Elijah lives in Buxton, Canada, a settlement of runaway slaves near
the American border. He's the first child in town to be born free, and he ought to
be famous just for that. Unfortunately, all that most people see is a "fra-gile" boy
who's scared of snakes and talks too much. But everything changes when a former
slave steals money from Elijah's friend, who has been saving to buy his family out
of captivity in the South. Now it's up to Elijah to track down the thief--and his
dangerous journey just might make a hero out of him, if only he can find the
courage to get back home.

Unbeatable Mind
The Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic about a boy who
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decides to hit the road to find his father—from Christopher Paul Curtis, author of
The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963, a Newbery and Coretta Scott King
Honoree. It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and ten-year-old Bud
may be a motherless boy on the run, but Bud’s got a few things going for him: 1.
He has his own suitcase full of special things. 2. He’s the author of Bud Caldwell’s
Rules and Things for Having a Funner Life and Making a Better Liar Out of Yourself.
3. His momma never told him who his father was, but she left a clue: flyers
advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous band, the Dusky Devastators of
the Depression!!!!!! Bud’s got an idea that those flyers will lead him to his father.
Once he decides to hit the road to find this mystery man, nothing can stop
him—not hunger, not fear, not vampires, not even Herman E. Calloway himself. AN
ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS AN ALA NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK AN IRA
CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD WINNER NAMED TO 14 STATE AWARD LISTS “The book
is a gem, of value to all ages, not just the young people to whom it is aimed.”
—The Christian Science Monitor “Will keep readers engrossed from first page to
last.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “Curtis writes with a razor-sharp intelligence
that grabs the reader by the heart and never lets go. . . . This highly recommended
title [is] at the top of the list of books to be read again and again.” —Voice of Youth
Advocates, Starred From the Hardcover edition.

Newbery Medal Winners Three-Book Collection
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There is September 11 and then there are the days after, and finally the years.
Falling Man is a magnificent, essential novel about the event that defines turn-ofthe-century America. It begins in the smoke and ash of the burning towers and
tracks the aftermath of this global tremor in the intimate lives of a few people. First
there is Keith, walking out of the rubble into a life that he'd always imagined
belonged to everyone but him. Then Lianne, his es-tranged wife, memory-haunted,
trying to reconcile two versions of the same shadowy man. And their small son
Justin, standing at the window, scanning the sky for more planes. These are lives
choreographed by loss, grief and the enormous force of history. Brave and brilliant,
Falling Man traces the way the events of September 11 have reconfigured our
emotional landscape, our memory and our perception of the world. It is cathartic,
beautiful, heartbreaking.

Pitching, Defense, and Three-Run Homers
Ten-year-old Bud, a motherless boy living in Flint, Michigan, during the Great
Depression, escapes a bad foster home and sets out in search of the man he
believes to be his father--the renowned bandleader, H.E. Calloway of Grand Rapids.

Housekeeping
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For the last decade, decorated Navy SEAL, accomplished athlete, and bestselling
author Don Mann has been traveling across the country giving motivational talks
and in the process inspiring hundreds with the secrets behind his awe-inspiring
achievements. In Reaching beyond Boundaries, Mann brings his much sought-after
wisdom to the page. As an elite Navy SEAL, Mann performed seemingly impossible
tasks on a regular basis. Here he details the lessons he learned from his training
and shows how the rest of us can apply those teachings to our daily lives in terms
of learning to push beyond our internal boundaries and achieve the goals we’ve set
for ourselves, both professionally and personally. Reaching Beyond Boundaries
teaches how to set and conquer both micro- and macro-goals through removing
excuses, having the right mindset, and learning from successes and failures.
Making your dreams a reality is possible. With Reaching Beyond Boundaries you
can begin to realize your fullest potential today.

Bud, Not Buddy Making Cross-Curricular Connections
Tells the story of the Baltimore Orioles of the 1960's and 1970s in contextualized
biographies of the players, managers, and everyone else important to the team.

The Way of the SEAL
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Comprehension is the key to reading success! Reading for Every Child:
Comprehension encourages fifth-grade students to be stronger readers using a
wide range of reading comprehension activities. Reading selections from across
the disciplines encourages students to understand, evaluate, and interpret what
they read. This 80-page book includes projects, worksheets, games, and graphic
organizers. It supports Reading First and aligns with Common Core State
Standards.

Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe
Students will enjoy studying the story elements of Bud, Not Buddy. Through these
engaging activities, students create products to share their understanding of
characters, plots, and settings of the short stories in the book.

Finding His Family
A Guide for Using Bud, Not Buddy in the Classroom
Three Newbery Medal winners—Christopher Paul Curtis’s Bud, Not Buddy, Clare
Vanderpool’s Moon Over Manifest, and Rebecca Stead’s When You Reach
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Me—come together in this collection that’s perfect for catching up on old favorites
and discovering new ones. Whether you’re looking for an escape or eager to catch
up on some summer reading, the three award-winning titles in this collection will
stay with you. Titles featured include: · Bud, Not Buddy: It’s 1936, in Flint,
Michigan, and a motherless boy named Bud decides to hit the road to find his
father in this Newbery Medal and Coretta Scott King Award-winning classic from
Christopher Paul Curtis, author of The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963. · Moon
Over Manifest: Armed only with a few possessions, Abilene Tucker jumps off the
train in Manifest, Kansas, aiming to learn about the boy her father once was. What
she discovers sends her and some new friends on an honest-to-goodness spy hunt.
· When You Reach Me: Shortly after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader
Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes that seem to predict the future. If that's
the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that
someone is going to die, and she might be too late to stop it. Turn to this threebook collection for the classics you remember and the stories you’ll never forget.

Literature Circle Guide Bud, Not Buddy
Put a wealth of information about Newbery award winners and honor books
(1922-2001) at your fingertips. You'll find detailed plot summaries, booktalks,
updated information about the winning titles and authors, suggestions for readalikes, and ideas for introducing the books to young readers.
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Bud, Not Buddy Vocabulary Activities
Use this guide to explore the story of Bud, an orphan during the Great Depression,
who journeys to find a musician he believes is his father. This instructional guide
for literature features several challenging cross-curricular lessons and activities to
work in conjunction with the text to help students analyze and comprehend
literature. This guide is packed with ways to practice close reading, determine
meaning through text-dependent questions, and practice text-based vocabulary,
making it the perfect tool to teach students how to analyze story elements in
various ways. Add rigor to your students' explorations of rich and complex
literature while supporting Common Core Learning Standards.

Falling Man
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